ARBOC INTRODUCES SPIRIT OF AMERICA TROLLEY
ARBOC Specialty Vehicles LLC, a leading manufacturer in the low floor transit industry, is widely known for
its Spirit of Freedom, Spirit of Independence, Spirit of Liberty, and Spirit of Mobility models. In early 2017,
the ISO 9001-certified company sought to produce a new, innovative product, thus teaming with Specialty
Vehicles of Henderson, Nevada to introduce a low floor trolley, the Spirit of America (SOA).
Utilizing a custom rear engine diesel chassis built by Freightliner, the Spirit of America is available in 29’ or
34’ lengths, with one or two entry doors, and includes a power ramp. “We are excited to unveil our latest
project: the Spirit of America. We went through countless measures to ensure this vehicle has great quality
and is aesthetically pleasing, while keeping it affordable,” commented Don Roberts, President & CEO. The
SOA boasts efficiency and reliability while keeping the traditional American trolley style. Featuring
woodgrain interior, brass-finished accents, arched-top windows, and custom designed paint and graphics,
the Spirit of America displays an elegant yet classic appearance.
Specialty Vehicles has been instrumental in the design of this product and will be the sole distributor,
having over 30 years of trolley sales experience. Both ARBOC and Specialty Vehicles are excited to form
this partnership and bring the Spirit of America to the market.

ARBOC Specialty Vehicles, LLC
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Middlebury, IN 46540
Phone: 866.953.5555

About ARBOC Specialty Vehicles LLC
Founded in 2008, ARBOC Specialty Vehicles LLC is a pioneer in low-floor technology and the industry
leader in the development and manufacture of low floor technology up to 34’. Through its four key product
offerings, the Spirit of Mobility, Spirit of Freedom, Spirit of Independence and Spirit of Liberty, ARBOC
offers low-floor paratransit products that serve a variety of industries and applications as well as meet and
exceed 2014-2018 federal fuel economy standards. Learn more at www.ARBOCsv.com
About Specialty Vehicles
Since 1982, Specialty Vehicles has been the premier provider of the most diversified line of transportation
vehicles in the world, including specialty trolleys, trams, mini-trams and buses. As a woman owned
corporation, Specialty Vehicles is certified with the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council and is
certified as a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise with the Nevada Unified Certification Program as well as
the North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency. In 2012, Specialty Vehicles was awarded the SBA
Nevada Small Business of the Year. This family owned and operated company resides in Henderson,
Nevada. Learn more at www.specialtyvehicles.com

